Sub : Pay fixation in respect of Police Officers --Order issued-reg

Ref : (1)Ltr No.E8/118775/16/PHQ,Dtd.15/12/2017 from Police Headquaters Thiruvananthapuram,
(2)DO No-502/2018P, Dtd 23/05/18,

As per the provisions contained in PHQ letter first cited The pay of following Police Officers are fixed as follows -

(1) Sri.Ratheesh.M,SI(GE) (PEN-297239)  -had completed Practical training on 08/05/18 AN vide DO No.318/18/R, dtd.08/05/18 of District police Chief,Thrissur Rural and posted to Palakkad District.

After completion of Practical training his pay is fixed to at Rs-32300/- wef 09/05/18 (i.e. the the next date after completion of Practical training ) in the scale of pay of Rs-32300-68700. He is eligible for increment reckoning training period as duty and granted two additional increment and raising pay to Rs-33900/-wef 09/05/18 as per GO (MS)No.185/2011/Home, Dtd.22/08/11 .Next increment due on 01/05/19.

He was transferred and posted to Malappuram Unit vide TSRO NO.60/19,Dtd.17/02/19 and relieved from this office on 28/02/19 AN.

(2) Sri.Sudheeshkumar K V,SI(GE)(PEN-424381)--had completed Practical training on 30/04/18 AN vide DO No.414/18/MM,dtd.04/05/18 of District police Chief, Malappuram and posted to Palakkad District.

After completion of Practical training his pay is fixed to at Rs-32300/- wef 01/05/18 (i.e. the the next date after completion of Practical training ) in the scale of pay of Rs-32300-68700. He is eligible for increment reckoning training period as duty and granted two additional increment and raising pay to Rs-33900/-wef 01/05/18 as per GO (MS)No.185/2011/Home, Dtd.22/08/11 .Next increment due on 01/05/19.

He was transferred and posted to Thrissur Rural as per vide TSRO NO.60/19,Dtd.17/02/19 and relieved from this office on 26/02/19 AN.

This office Do No-555/19P,,Dtd.02/07/19 is hereby modified and cancelled to this extent.

G SIVA VIKRAM IPS,

22-01-2020
To : The individuals for information
Copy To : F1,F2,F1a &F2b Sections for information and necessary action.
DO Book and DO File